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Dear Bill, 

 

Thank you for your letter of 20 November 2020 setting out some of your Committee’s 

concerns about Members dealing with casework during the short campaign period and 

the support that is provided to Members’ staff in the run up to the election. 
 

The SPCB considered the guidance on the use of parliamentary resources at its 

meeting this morning and I ensured that the SPCB was made aware of the 

Committee’s concerns. 

 

As the Committee knows, the Scottish General Election (Coronavirus) Bill makes 

provision for the date of dissolution to be changed to 5 May 2021, which means that 

Members will retain their MSP status up to that date. At every previous Scottish 

General Election, the position has been much more straightforward with the Parliament 

being dissolved about 6 weeks before the election, meaning that all candidates were 

on the same footing as regards their status in standing for election. 

 

With the changes proposed in the Bill, the SPCB has to try and ensure that its 

resources and services, which are publicly funded, are not used in any way to prejudice 

the outcome or be seen to prejudice the outcome of the election and, as far as it can, 

to ensure there is a level playing field for all those standing for election. This has to be 

balanced with the legal status that Members will retain up until the election under the 

provisions of the Bill. 

 

We have been looking again at the matter of casework and we do recognise the 

concerns the Committee has highlighted. From the feedback we have received the 

SPCB is also aware that caseload numbers have increased since the start of the 

pandemic and show no signs of reducing any time soon. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Our starting point is that, even although the dissolution date has been moved, we would 

want Members to approach the six weeks in the run up to election day as they would 

any other election. The Parliament building will be shut and the SPICe inquiry service 

will also be suspended for that period.   

 

The guidance will set out that Members may continue with existing casework. Where 

Members are approached to take on new casework during the campaign period, we 

would encourage Members to ask constituents to accept a short delay in their case 

being taken on in order that no advantage could be seen to being sought by taking the 

case on. Parliamentary officials will provide a form of words to ensure consistency of 

approach. We do recognise, however, that in certain circumstances some constituents 

may need urgent assistance and that will be permissible under the guidance we set 

out.  

 

In offering help, Members may continue to draw on the support of their staff funded 

from the Reimbursement of Members’ Expenses Scheme and to use parliamentary 

stationery. In the limited circumstances this might happen, Members and staff would 

be expected to undertake this work in their local office or at home. The guidance will 

also remind Members that in replying to constituents there should be no party political 

or electioneering material included in any replies. 

 

We hope this will meet the concerns the Committee has about the interaction of 

casework with the Code of Conduct for Members. 

 

Turning to the support for MSP staff, we fully recognise that the run up to an election 

can also be a stressful time for staff, especially if their employing Member has 

announced they are not standing for election. Next month our HR office will start a 

series of engagement and one to one meetings with those Members who have 

announced their intention to stand down. We will also be holding drop in sessions for 

all Members where they can ask questions about what they need to do in advance of 

the election. This will cover a number of offices such as HR, Allowances and BIT. 

 

Our HR office will also be supporting MSP staff. This includes running a series of online 

discussions where staff can find out more about the arrangements that are in place in 

the lead up to and following the election.  These sessions will cover employment rights 

including their entitlement to redundancy pay under the Reimbursement of Members’ 

Expenses Scheme.  We are also offering career support for those leaving the 

Parliament following the election, including individual support to develop career plans, 

CV building and interview techniques.   In addition, we will be providing a matching 

service for those staff who are facing redundancy with Members who are seeking to 

fill job vacancies.   

 

As I hope the Committee will understand MSP staff are employed directly by Members 

and it would therefore not be appropriate for the SPCB to engage directly with any staff 

TUS bodies. There is an MSP staff forum which does an excellent job of sharing 

information with their MSP staff colleagues and we will be in contact with them. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

I hope the information above is helpful but please do not hesitate to contact me should 

the Committee require further information. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

   

Rt Hon Ken Macintosh MSP 

Presiding Officer 


